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ST. IG ATI S' COLLEGE, r89s-96. 
PROSPECTUS 
OF 
ST. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, 
CLEVELAND, OHIO, 
JERSBY STREET. 
'l'lris Institution, conducted by the Fathers of the 
Society of J esus, was opened for the reception of day-
scholars on the 6th of September, r886. It was incorpo-
rated by the Secretary of S tate December 29, 1890, con-
ferring on the College the power of giving the ordinary 
degrees. 
The Course of Study is the Classical Course, com-
pleted in six years. 
For pupils not sufficiently advanced to enter upon the 
classical studies, a Class of Rudiments and a Preparatory 
Class have been added to the regular course of studies. 
Applicants for the Preparatory Class, however, must be 
able to read, write and spell creditably, and in arithmetic 
they must know the four operations with whole numbers. 
As a knowledge of Drawing, Shorthand, and Vocal 
and Instrumental Music cannot fail to be of importance to 
some, these studies, too, are open to all tudents. 
ST. ICl\ATIL'S' COLLEGE, r895-96. 
'J'hf' Object of tl1e Classical Cours<' is to gi\·e the stu-
dent a thorough, liberal education. It has been found by 
long experience that this is the only Course which har-
moniou:ly and fully develops all the faculties of the mind, 
exercises the ntemory, cultivates a habit of reflecting, 
forms a correct ta te, and teaches the student the best use 
of his powers. This Course prepare the student to excel 
in any pursuit, whether profes. ional or commercial. The 
Course comprises Christian Doctrine, the Latin, Greek, 
and English languages; Rhetoric, Poetry, Elocution, and 
English Literature; :\Iathematics, Physics and Chemistry; 
History and Geography; Bookkeeping and Penmanship. 
The degree of A. B. is conferred on those students 
who follow up the six years' Course of Classical and 
Scientific Studie by an additional year's Course of i\Iental 
Philosophy. 
Owing to the great importance now attached to a 
knowledge of German, those wishing to begin it or to 
perfect themselves in it will be afforded every opportunity 
of doing so. 1 he study of French is optional. 
'l'he Scholastic Year consists of one session, which 
begins in the first week of September and end. in the last 
week of June, when the Annual Commencement and the 
Distribution of Premiums take place. 
The ession is divided into two terms, the first ending 
on the 31st of January and the second in the last week 
of June. 
ST. IG:\A.TICS' COLLEGE, r89s-96. 
GENE RAL REG ULATIONS. 
Admissiou. E\·ery student who applies for admission 
must furnish testimonials of good moral character. He 
will be examined and placed in that class for which his 
previous attainment: have qualified him. 
l,rariug thr ColiN;'{' . Parents who wi,;h to withdraw 
their sons before the end of the ses ion are respectfully 
requested to give due notice of their intention to the Pre-
fect of Discipline. :\Iany incot1\'eniences ·will tlnts be 
avoided and order secured . On leaving, students should 
take tht>ir books, etc., with them, as the College is not 
responsible for any articles left behind. 
('ompctitiou. Frequent written competitions take 
place, the results of which determine the ·tanding of the 
student and the honors of the class. Every other month 
a literary entertainment is given, at which exercises in 
elocution, with \·ocal and instrumental music at intervals, 
manifest the proficiency the pupils ha\·e made during this 
period, and premium cards are awarded to such as ha\·e 
been distinguished for o-ood conduct, application and 
proficiency. 
Examinations. Class specimens are given from time 
to time, and examinations are held at the end of each term . 
Promotions depend partly on the final examinations, 
but mainly on the standing in class during the preceding 
year. A student of ordinary talent, and steady applica-
tion during the entire session, may be easily promoted, 
provided he returns promptly when classes are resumed 
and attends regularly. 
Boarders are not admitted. Respectable boarding 
h ouses can be recommended by the College authorities to 
students from the country. 
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FEES AND EXPENSES. 
Tuition per quarter, strictly payable in ad,·ance, $ro.oo. 
Librat·y }~ee per quarter, $0.25. 
ExTRA CHARGES. 
Shorthand per quarter, 1.25. 
Dmwing per quarter, 1.25. 
Diploma, 5.oo. 
Books and Stationery are furnished by the College at 
current prices. 
Dinner can be provided daily at the College at a 
moderate charge. 
Damages to College property will be repaired at the 
expense of the offender. 
N. B.-Bills will be sent in the beginning of each 
quarter, viz.: In the beginnino- of September, in the 
middle of ovem ber, in the beginning of February, and 
in the middle of April. 
SPECIAL REGULATIONS. 
Home Study. Parents are expected to insist on their 
sons' indispensable duty of home study. It is utterly im-
possible to accompli h the work laid out for each year 
unless the students de,·ote at least two or three hours 
daily to private study at home. 
Attendance. Punctual attendance is earnestly recom-
mended. Severe illnes is, generally speaking, the only 
excuse for ·taying away. Parents are regularly informed 
of the non-attendance of their sons, who, in the case of 
ab ence, are invariably required to bring a note of excuse 
to the Prefect of Di cipline. If parents do not insist on 
home study and punctual attendance, they need not be 
astonished if their sons disappoint their expectations. 
-6-
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Rcligiou. 1'raining. The '[oral and Religious Train-
ing of the scholars being the most important part of edu-
cation, the students arc required to be present at 'lass 
every day, to make the Annual Retreat, and to go to the 
Sacraments at least once a month. 
Politencs. . long with the 1\Ioral and Mental Train-
ing, the Faculty lay great ·tress on the development of 
the manners of perfect gentlemen, and consider the rule 
of politeness a very important part of the course of tudies. 
Whatever, therefore, is contrary to good breeding, is out 
of place in College. Consequently, no boisterous con-
duct or rough play is tolerated on the premises, and silence 
is strictly enjoined in the class-rooms, and in the corridor 
or stairways leading thereto. Any ungentlemanly conduct 
among the students themselves, any disrespect or insubor-
dination to a profe sor or officer of the College, shall be 
visited with dismissal, should the gravity of the offense 
reqnire such a penalty. For faults committed outside the 
IJremises, the officer. of the College are by no mean re-
sponsible; should, however, any seriou charge be uffi-
cientl:. proved, the guilty will be punished according to 
the gravity of the offense. 
Dress. All are expected to be clean and neat in per-
son and apparel. 
Paternal Government. The rules are enforced with 
gentleness combined with firmness, and punishment is 
resorted to only when motives of honor, self-respect and 
religion fail. 
Reports. ·weekly reports are given respecting the 
students' conduct, application, attention and deportment; 
parents are requested to ·ign these reports and to see that 
they are returned to the College. At the end of each 
term semi-annual reports will be sent to the parents to 
inform them of their on ' proficiency in th ,·anous 
branches. 
S<'hool Jlours. The College is open every morning at 
7 o'clock Sllll tt'me. Those who come before the time of class 
should proceed at once to the study hall, and cle,·ote the 
interval to pri,·ate study. :\11 are required to be present 
fi\'e minute:.; before eight o'clock, at which hour the 
students hear ~rass. Class begins at 8:30 .\. ~I., and con-
tinues to l2 ~I., and r:rs to 3:30 P. ~I. To excuse late 
arri\'al, be it on account of great distance or what reason 
soe\·er, special arrangements must be made with the 
Prefect of Discipline. 
Holi<la~·~ . Thur. day is the weekly holiday, but should 
there be an extraordinary holiday during the week, classes 
may be continued as usual. Other holidays are all holy 
days of obl igation, the national holidays, Christmas ,·aca-
tion from December 24th to January 2cl, a nd Easter ,·aca-
tion from ·wednesday in Holy \\'eek to \\"eclne. day in 
Easter \Veek. 
Schools will re-open Tuesday, eptem ber rst, at 8 
o'clock.\. l\1. 
It is highly important that all the students be present 
on the day of re-opening, as those \\'ho come late find it 
difficult to make up for lo t time. 
For further information, apply to 
THE REv. JOSEPH LE HALLE, S. J. 
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TIIE I'IRST DECEX:0:IC~1 
OF 
ST. IG1 ATI S' COLLEGE. 
As St. Ignatius' College completes the first decade of 
its existence with the Commencement exercises of 1896, 
it may be of interest to giYe a brief sketch of the material 
progress that has been gradually made, with some few de-
ta ils of th e programme of studies and the means adopted 
for the moral advancement of the students. 
Several years before the opening of the College the late 
Rt. ReY. Bishop Richard Gilmour had called the Jesuit 
Father· from Buffalo, ?\". Y., and gi,·en them charge of a 
congregation on Jersey street, stipulating that an institu-
tion for higher studies should be tarted as soon a. com.·e-
nient. Though his wish could not be immediately grati-
fied, it was eventually carried into effect when, in r886, 
the Society bought extensi\'e property on Carroll and 
Jersey streets and opened a college for day scholars on 
the 6th of September. How very mo.dest the beginnings 
were is evident from a superficial glance at the frame 
structnre hastily erected during the summer month.- . It 
afforded but scanty accommodation until the northeast 
wing of the present college was finished, in r889, when 
more and larger rooms could be utilized for the constantly 
growing number of students. 
During the first scholastic year 76 pupils attended 
the College, all of them members of the lowest grades in 
the classical and commercial departments. The extensive 
play-grounds afforded ample opportunity for healthy ex-
ercise during the hours of recess. The choral and 
ST. IG~ATI S' COLLEGE, 1895- 96. 
dramatic societies contributed largely to the usual college 
festivitie , the latter society especially earning unstinted 
praise for the successful presentation of Cardinal v\ ise-
man's "Hidden Gem" at the first annual Commencement 
exercises. \\'ith the opening of the second year two 
further classes ,,·ere added to the curriculum and a pre-
paratory course was established for those who were unable 
to enter the lowest grades of the existing departments. 
The number of students rose to 90, and both during the 
year and at it do. e the dramatic society earned new 
laurels by the efficient performance of "Thomas l\Iore" 
and the "Atonement.'' In the meanwhile the staff of 
professors had grown from three in the first year to eight 
in the third, and for the first time in the history of the 
College the successful graduates ofthe Commercial Course, 
which had now attained its full development, were glad-
dened by the welcome felicitations of teachers and 
parents. It was also during the course of this third 
scholastic year that the . tudents of I Grammar organized 
the Junior Literary Society, to promote the study of 
Engli h Literature and to further the practice of Elo-
cution. 
The northeast wing was now completed and afforded 
the absolutely nece sary accommodations for the rapidly 
increasing number of tudents, which had risen to 123. 
But even so it was thought prudent to enlarge the Colleae, 
and the faculty determined to proceed at once with the 
building. The new southwest wing was begun in the fol-
lowing spring and completed in r89r. The number of 
classes had increased to nine and the catalogue of the fifth 
year shows 143 tudents on the rolls. During this scho-
lastic year the College was incorporated by the Secre-
tary of State, Dec. 29, conferring on it the power of grant-
ing the ordinary degrees. 
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On the zd of Febrnary, 1891, the Sodality of the An-
nunciation was started, and at St. Ignatiu ', as in all col-
leges of the Society, it has been one of the most powerful 
mean to promote the moral training of the student., 
which always goes hand in hand with the intellectual de-
velopment provided in the College course. Through the 
untiring energie. of one of the profes. or , the College Or-
chestra, which has done so much to enhance our public 
and pri,·ate entertainments, was started during this scho-
lastic year and ha. flourished eYer ·ince. 
It was with a feeling of great joy and pride that the 
largely increased number of students who were inscribed 
for the following year entered their new quarters in the 
autumn of 1891. Though more than large enough for 
years to come, a ca. ual glance at the building shows that 
it is still incomplete. The graceful tower on the south-
west corner i to form the center of the entire edifice, and 
when in the course of time the College will have attained 
its full development, St. Ignatiu will undoubtedly be one 
of the largest and most handsome educational institutions 
in the State of Ohio. As the old frame building was no 
more needed for class work, one part of it was given up to 
the Athletic Association, whilst the upper story was occu-
pied by the Choir and the College Orchestra. 
\Vith the opening of the new school year the Classi-
cal Course was complete up to Philosophy and the staff of 
professors had increased to fifteen. The J ogues Debating 
Society wa. started for the two higher classes, whilst the 
students of Humanities and I Grammar formed the mem-
ber hip of the Literary Society established some year 
previously. The St. John Berch man's Altar Society, the 
main object of which is to embellish the religion services 
in the College chapel, sprang into existence about the 
same time. Tor must we forget to mention the League 
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of the Sacred Heart, to \Yhich the students took from the 
very beginning, the Senior· especially showing their ap-
preciation of its true apostolic spirit by Yoluntarily deYot-
ing their free hours on Sunday afternoon to the arduous 
work of instructing the prisoners at the City \Vorkhouse. 
Since its fir t establishment the League has constantly 
flourished at St. Ignatius and proYed one of the most pow-
erful factors in training the students to solid, practical 
piety. 
\Vith the Commencement exercises of r892 the first 
·tudents of the College, who begari th ir Classical Course 
in r886, finished the Curriculum and entered upon their 
higher professional _ tuclies at the Seminary or at one of 
the American or European Universities. A cour e of 
~Iental Philosophy was added to the plan of studies in 
r89+· and the degree of A. B. conferred upon the uccess-
ful graduates; and as two of thes young gentlemen en-
tered a post-graduate course in the following scholastic 
year, they were rewarded with the degree of ~I. A. at 
the Commencement exercises r895· During the present 
year the number of students has risen to 228. A higher 
Preparatory Class, that of Rudiments, has been added to 
the Curriculum, as the requirements for entrance into the 
lowe t Academic have been constantly raised. The plan 
of tudies at St. Ignatin is based upon the celebrated 
Ratio Studiorum of the Society of Jesus. It gradually 
and harmoniously dev lops all the faculties of the mind, 
exercise the memory, cultivates a habit of thought, forms 
a correct and refined taste and teaches the. tudent the best 
use of his powers. 1 or does the tucly of the classics in-
terfere with the pursuit of scientific lore. ~ atural Phi-
losophy and Chemistry are obligatory branches of tudy, 
and the paper on the ~Ieteorological Observatory will show 
that great progress has been made in thi direction dnring 
the current year. 
-I2-
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FACULTY. 
RE\". JOSEPH LE HALLE, S. ]., 
J'residmt-l'n'};·ct of Studies, Proji·ssor of Ph ilosophy. 
RE\·. J A:\IES A. ROCKLIFF, S. ]. , 
Professor c1/ R hctorit and /~·n.r:lish f_lft'ralure-/)iredor c~! the /)ebalin![ 
Soticly, J'n:fcd of Discipline. 
REV. GODFREY]. SCHULTE, S. J. , 
l'roj{·ssor o/ I-<~ lin and (,·rt'l'k-Dircdor of the Collc•gc Orchestra . 
WILLIA:\1 ]. WEIS, S. ]., 
Pro,( t'Ssor of l'm·/Jy . 
JOH r B. FROEBES, S. ]., 
Proft•ssor of Jfalhclllalics-l'roji•s.wr o,! /)rawing-.~!ssislanl Prefect. 
FRANCIS X. SENN, S. ]., 
Proj i·ssor of lfulllanilies-Diredor of the .)"enior L i!t•raiJ' Soril'ly. 
JOSEPH A. MILLER, S. ]., 
First Class of Cra111mar- Dircd or of the junior f..i !t•raiJ' Society, 
Director of the Collq[c Choir. 
REV. LOYSIUS PFEIL, S. J., 
Second Class of Gra1n11ta1'. 
- I3 -
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WILLIAM A. POLOCZEK, ]. , 
Third Class o.f (;ram mar. 
VICTOR GOETTEL\IAK~, S. ]. , 
Class o.f Nudiments-f'ro.fcssor o.f French. 
GEORGE E. RUEPPEL, S. ]., 
l'ro.fcssor o.f ;1/atlicma/ics-Prcifcssor <if Sliorlliand. 
REV. EDWARD STEFFE , S. ]. , 
First Commercial Class. 
A TH01 Y l\1. \VILWERDING, S. ]., 
Second Conlln£'rrial Class. 
AUGUSTIN A. 1\IlJELLER, S. ]. , 
Third Commercial Class- l 'ro.fcssor o.f Fi·cnd1. 
FRAKCIS GIESE , S. ]., 
Preparatory Class. 
REV. FREDERICK L. ODEI\'"BACH, S. ]., 
Pro.fcssor o.f JVatural Pllilosopliy-Curator ()(!lie ,1/nscnm-fJira /or o.f 
tile J1fdcorologica/ Obscrmlory. 
REV. ALBEBT BOEHLER, S. ] ., 
Pro.fessor o.f Religion and /-£islo1y. 
HUBERT GRUE DER, S. ]., 
Pro.fessoJ• o.f Pcn11zanslnp. 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES. 
REv. jOSEPH L E HAU. E, S. ]., President. 
R EV. j AMES . ROCKLIFF, S. J. 
R EV. jOHK B. JEl.JSTICH, S . ]., Secretary. 
R EV. FREDERICK L . 0DE:\B,\CH, S . ] . 
R EV. ALOYSil.JS PFEIL., S. J. 
-Is-
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We take great pleasure and pride in acknowledg ing 
the receipt of a Diploma and Medal from the Authorities 
at Washington, the text of which is reproduced on the 
next page. 
The Diploma of the Catholic Educational Committee 
at the ·world's Columbian Exposition was given in the 
Catalogue r893-I894· 
-16-
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THE TITED STATES OF l\1ERICA, 
By Act of their Congress, have authorized 
THE \ iVORLD'S COL MBIAN COMMISSION, 
At the International Exhibition held in the City of 
Chicago, State of Illinois, in the year 1893, to decree a 
Medal for specific I\Ierit, which is set forth below over the 
name of an indi,·idual judge acting as examiner, upon the 
finding of a board of International judges, to 
ST. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, 
CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
EXHIBIT: PUPILS' WORK. 
A\YARD 
CAREFULLY PREPARED A D SHOWL G EXCELLENCE. 
K. HuE ·z, 
President Departmental 
Committee. 
GEO. R. DAVIS, 
Director General. 
T. w. PAL:\IER, 
President World's Colum-
bian Commission. 
Ii\'0 T. DICKI~SOK, 
Secretary World's Columbian 
Commission. 
]OHK EATOK, 
Individual Judge. 
]OIIK BOYD THACHER, 
Chairman Executive Commit-
tee of A wards. 
-I?-
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TII ., O'C \LLAGIIJ\0! SCIIOLARStiiP. 
RE\' . E . :\I. O'CAU .. \GIIAX, Pastor of St. Collllan's, 
Cleveland, 0., has founded a scholarship for two poor 
boys studying for the priesthood. 
This scholarship will be known by the na me of" Tlte 
O'Callaglwn clwlarsltip," a nd the holders th reof will be 
selected by the Pastor of St. Colman's. 
- r8 -
ACK TO\\ LEDGl\IE~TS. 
Grateful acknowledgments for various contributions 
to the College Library are due to 
RT. RE\". IGXATIUS F . H o RST:IL\XX, D. D., Bishop of 
Cleveland, for lTrrabmu's "Institutiones Philo:ophicae," 
Gonzalez "Philosophia Elemenlaria," and other valuable 
books and pam ph lets. 
REv. A LOIS STECJ !F.R, nine volumes of German Poems. 
REv. RUPERT .M ·· LLER, ynchronistic History of 
Church and State in the ~Iiddlc ges, 16 volumes; Ger-
man Literature, three volumes, and other books. 
RE\'. J. H. HEKNESS, Crandall, Ohio, History of the 
World. 
The U. S . Commissioner of Education, for Report of 
1895· 
OscAR T. CORSO:i\", EsQ., for Report on Common 
Schools of 1895· 
J. R. ii1ANX!I'\G, EsQ., Books on ::\Iechanical Drawing. 
Grateful acknowledgments for various donations to 
the College ~luseum are due to 
] . vVickes, Esq., city; E. Becker, Esq., Denver, Col; 
Rev. J . Pfeil, Avon, Ohio; Alf. Putz, Esq., city; :\!other 
George, Lake Avenue Convent; \V. Pfeil, E q.; P. D. 
Quigley, Esq. ; Thomas F. Fahey, E q., city; John M . 
Powers; Joseph P. Bolger, and to other tudents of the 
College, for their kind contributions to the Museum. 
-I9-
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COURSES OF STUDY. 
Preparatory Departnaeut. 
Chrzst£an Docfrine-Deharbe's Large Catechism. Sacred 
Hi tory of the Old Te. tament. Practical Instruc-
tions. 
Enghr!t-Etymology up to Irregular Verbs; Practice in 
forming sentences; Explanation, Repetition, Imi-
tation of select pieces of the Reader. Spelling, 
l\Iemorizing and Declaiming; Ea y Composi tions. 
Aritlmzetzc-Common and Decimal Fractions. Compound 
.Numbers. Copious exercise in analysis from other 
sources than the text-book. 
Geography-General Notions. nited States. Europe. 
Pemnanslup-Daily Exercise. 
Drawing-Free-hand and Map Drawing. 
C l ass o f Rudt DJents. 
Chrzstian D octrz'ne-Deharbe's Large Catechism. 
Saaed H zstory-The New Testament. Practical Instruc-
tions. 
Englu/t-Irregular Yerbs. Select Parts of Syntax. Ex-
planation, Repetition, Imitation of select pieces of 
the Reader. Grammatical E.xerci es. Spelling, 
Memorizing and Declaiming. Easy Compositions. 
Latz1z-Genera1 knowledge of the Part of Speech, with the 
most obvious rules. Written Exercises. 
Arz'tlmzetzc-Fractions and Compound Tumbers repeated. 
Algebra-The Fundamental Operations with Simple Ex-
pressiOns. 
-20 -
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Geograp!ty-General Notions. Eastern and \Ve tern Hem-
isphere .. 
German. 
Pemnanslzip and Drawing. 
CLASSICAL COURSE. 
FIRST YEAR. 
Third Class of Grat:nUJar. 
Chrzstzan Doctrz"ne-Deharbe's Large Catechism. Practical 
Instruction . 
Latz"n-Schultz' Grammar and Exercises. Etymology as 
far as the Irregular Perfects and Supines. Daily 
Oral and \Vri tten Exercises in Translating and 
Sentence Building . 
Engbsh-Syntax complete. Spelling: Definitions. Reader: 
pieces explained, imitated, declaimed. Composition: 
Reproduction and Invention of Simple Narratives. 
Arz"tlzmetic-Percentage : T he T hree Cases. 
Algebra-The Four Fundamental Operations. Simple 
Equations. 
Geography-Western Hemisphere; D,etailed Geography 
of the United States. 
P enmans!tzp-Daily Exercise. 
SECOND YEAR. 
Second Class of Grantt:nar. 
C!trzstzan Doctrine-Deh arbe's Large Catechism. Practical 
Instructions. 
- 2I -
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Latz"n-Schultz' Grammar and Exercise.. Etymology 
complete. Syntax a far as use of the Dative Case. 
Nepos: Four or five General read, reproduced and 
imitated . Original Exerci e . 
Greek-rst, zd and 3rd Declensions. 
English-Spelling: Definitions. Analy is of Sentences 
con tinued. Paragraph Writing. Qualities of tyle. 
Reader: pieces explained, imitated, declaimed. 
Composition: Descriptive and Complex arrative. 
Arztlmzetzc-Complete . 
Algebra-Simple Equations with two and three unknown 
quantlhes. Involution. Evolution. 
/-:fzstory-History of the United States from 176s-r88r. 
Geograplly-Ea tern Hemisphere. 
THIRD \'EAR. 
F irst Class of G r a nuna r . 
Clzristz"an Doctrz1ze-Deharbe's Large Catechism. Practical 
Instructions. 
Latin-Schultz' Grammar and Exerci e as far as Sub-
junctive with Conjunctions. Cresar: De Bello 
Gallico explained in Latin, translated, reproduced 
and imitated. Latin Conversation. 
Greek-Grammar and Exercises as far as the Verbs in mi. 
Eng l£slz-Coppens' English Rhetoric, Books I-III. Reader: 
piece expl~ined, imitated, declaimed; biographical 
sketches of their authors. Composition: Figures. 
Paraphrasing. Characters. Hi torical Essays. 
Mathematzcs-Algebra: Quadratic. Equations. Geometry: 
Angles, Triangles, Polygons. 
Hzstory-Ancient History as far as the Roman Emperors. 
Book-Keepz1zg. 
-22-
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FOURTH YF.AR. 
Cla~o~R of Hun1au1ttes. 
Evidences of R e!ig1'on-\\ ilmers' Hand-book. 
Latz1z-Schn1tz' Gram mar and Exercises complete. Latin 
Prosody. Selections from Cicero, LiYy, 0Yid's 
l\Ietam Explai ned in Latin; translated. Latin Con-
versation. Translations from English into Latin. 
Original Composition. 
G1-eek- Grammar and 1-.:xercises: Verbs in mi; Irreg ular 
\ 'erbs; Syntax as far as Prepositions. Xenophon: 
Selections from Anabasis Explained in Latin; 
Translated into Latin and English. 
Enghsii-Coppens' English Rhetoric, Book IV. Shake-
speare's Jnlins Cccsar, Scott's Lady of the Lake, 
Byron's Childe Harold, Goldsmith 's De erted 
Village, Longfellow's Evangeline, and other poems. 
Composition: Essays on subjects connected with 
the above models. 
Mathematics-Algebra: Ratio; Proportion. Series. Geom-
etry: Plane Geometry complete. Solid Geometry. 
History- From th e Roman Emperors to the end of the 
Crusades. 
Book-Keeping . 
FIFTH \'F.AR. 
C l ass o f Poe t ry. 
Evzdences of R eligion- \Vilmers' Hand-book. 
Latziz-Du Cygne's Ars Rhetorica, lib. III. Latin· Gram-
mar revised. Cicero in Catilinam I, III, IY. Ora-
tions. Selections from Vergil's lEneid and Georgics. 
Latin Essays and Latin Explanation of Latin and 
Greek Authors. 
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Greek-Grammar and 
Selections from 
Odyssey. 
Exercises: Syntax complete. 
Plato's Apologia and Homer's 
Enghslt-Coppen ' English Rhetoric, \" and VI. Engl ish 
Literature: The Three Last Centuries. ~Elton's 
Paradise Lost. Shakespeare's ~Iacbeth. Composi-
tion: Poems; Essays Critical and Explanatory. 
Mathematics-Algebra repeated. Plane Trigonometry. 
Natm-al Plzzlosop!ty-Physics and Chemistry. 
History-From the Crusades to our ow n times. 
SIXTH YEAR. 
C lass o f Rhe tor i c . 
Evidences of R ehgion-Wilmers' Hand-book. 
Rhetoric-Du Cygne' s rs Rhetorica, lib. I, II. Models 
from Cicero, Demosthenes, Burke, Pitt, Fox, Web-
ster, and Junius' Letters. Exercises in speaking, 
composing, and in critici m. 
Latin-Cicero's pro Lege fanilia, pro ~Iilon e, pro Ligario. 
Horace: Selections from Ode , Satires, Epistles, 
Ars Poetica. Original Compo itions and Transla-
tions. Latin Explanation of Latin and Greek 
Authors . 
Greek-Demosthenes' Olynthiac ; Sophocles' Antigone; 
Selections from Homer's Iliad. 
Englzs!z Lzterature-The Early Period of English Litera-
ture. Chaucer's Prologue to the Canterbury Tales. 
Spenser's Fairy Queen. Shakespeare and his con-
temporarie . American Literature. Specimens of 
British and American Orators. Original Composi-
tions, Oratorical and Poetical. Essays in Criticism . 
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Analytical Geometry. 
Natural Plzz'losoplty-Physics and Chemistry . 
.lbstory-American History. Selected Periods of General 
History. 
SEVE:\TJI YEAR. 
C lass o f' Philos ophy. 
Mental Plzz'losoplty- Logic. General and Special :\leta-
physics. 
Moral P!tzlosophy-Ethics and Natural Law. 
Politz'cal Economy. 
General Literature and .!Esthetz'cs. 
Geology. 
EIGHTH "\"EAR. 
Post-Graduate Course. 
Etln'cs and Politz'cal Economy continued. 
-zs-
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THE 
I\1ETEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATORY. 
A little less than one year ago the idea of erecting a 
meteorological observatory was first conceived. To-day 
our friends and the casual visitor will find a fully equipped 
station in the fifth story of the college tower. 
The observatory proper consists of a well-lighted 
room, about 20 x 15. In addition to this there is a dark 
room, to be eventually used for photographic purposes, a 
battery room and two smaller apartments for extra instru-
ments, tools, maps and government publications, library, 
etc. Above the observatory there is another story with 
windows on all sides, commanding an unobstructed view 
of the whole horizon. 
The geographical position of the observatory is deter-
mined by the following data: 
41°, 29', 10.5" N. 
8I0 , 42', 2911 v\. 
Height of barometer zero: 
742.133 feet above sea le\'el at Albany. 
18r.93 feet above lake le,·el at Cleveland. 
72 .8 feet above curb. 
The station is furnished like all first-class United States 
vVeather Bureau stations. 
Mercnrial barometer reading to .001 of an inch. 
Aneroid barometer. 
Barograph, recording barometer. 
Maximum, minimum, \Thermometer compared 
Wet bulb and standard, f with U. S. standards. 
Metal thermometer. 
Standard wind-Yane, with electric contacts. 
-z6-
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'tandard Robinson, improYed anemometer, with elec-
tric con tact . 
Two sun-shine indicators. 
Rain-gauge, \\·ith tipping bucket and electric contacts. 
Register for rain gauge . 
Triple register, for wind directions and velocity, 
together with sun hine . 
Spectroscope, used in obsen·ing rain-band spectra. 
Thermopile used in ob ·erving solar radiation·. 
Electroscope, used in a shunt on the lio-htning-rod of 
the tower to indicate the electric potential of the atmo.-
phere. 
ephoscope, for cloud observations. 
Th flag signals used by the observatory are those of 
~he "Cnited tates \\ eather Bureau-eight in number. 
Some of the abo,·e instruments have been procured 
from such firm as : 
Queen & Co., Philadelphia. 
Richard Bros., Paris. 
Ducretet, Paris. 
Leybolcl Cologne. 
Julien Friez, Baltimore. 
Schneider Bros., Tew York. 
All the electric apparatus has been devised and con-
structed by the director of the ob ervatory. The most 
important is the meteorograph or triple register. This is 
an automatic recording machine, which notes clown the 
sunshine, the speed of the wind and it directions. The 
two latter elements are recorded every third minute. 
The instrument consists of a metal drum, revolving 
once every twelve hour through the action of a double-
spring marine clock. Thi drum carries a printed form, 
divided into space representing 24 hours-longitudinally 
- while other lines running at right angles divide the 
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sheet into 6 larger spaces for the elements, sunshine, wind 
velocity, ;'\orth, East, outh and \Yest wind directions. 
The 6 spaces are again subdivided into 7 spaces, for the 
7 days of the week. Thus, at the end of a week an exact 
record of the 3 elements is found on the heet. The 
record itself is produced by 6 glass tube pen , acted upon 
by pairs of magnets, which are controlled by circuits, closed 
by the wind vane, anemometer and sunshine indicator, all 
of which are exposed on the roof of the college. 
This instrument is well worth seeing. The rain gauge 
is also very intere ting, and has a pecial recorder. The 
electric current for these instruments is furni hed by a 
powerful u ngesser closed circuit battery No. 2. The 
work at the observatory is varied and con tant. 
Atmospheric pressure, temperature, dew point, wind 
direction and velocity, electric potential are daily taken 
at 8 A. ::-r., 2 P. :-.r. and 8 P . M., Washington time. Besides 
all phenomena, such as hail, thunder and lightning, earth-
quakes, auroras, halos, mock-suns, coronas, fog, etc., are 
noted, in fact a diary is kept on every change which comes 
under the observation of the director and his assistants. 
All these observations are kept on file for tudy and 
investigation, but also for the public. Such records are 
very valuable to agriculturists, as also to contractors, 
counsellors at law, etc. Besides all the above routine 
work, the ob ervatory staff has undertaken to support the 
government office at vVashington in the cloud observations 
now being made all over the world. 
These ob ervations have been decided upon by the 
International Meteorological Committee, at Upsala, 1894. 
They are to extend from May, r896, to ~Iay, r897, and 
will be conducted on a uniform plan. About two dozen 
nephoscopes, the design of Prof. C. F. Marvin, of the 
United States \iVeather Bureau, have been constructed by 
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Schneider Bros., ~ew York, for ob ervers in the United 
State . The observatory at St. Ignatius' College is in 
pos e sion of one of these in truments, and the observa-
tions are being taken every day. The nephoscope is a 
combination of the surveyors' transit in combination with 
a horizontal mirror. 
In order to avoid the uncertainty and difficulty the 
observer find: in keeping hi eyes both on the instrument 
and chronometer at one and the same time, a gong placed 
on the roof strikes the seconds indicated by a seconds 
pendulum hung up in the observatory below. 
The elements observed are-(r) Kind of clond, name. 
(z) Azimuth. (:~) Altitnde. (4) Azimuth of motion. (5) 
Apparent velocity of its motion. (6) Vertical height of 
cloud over the earth. 
Next year when this work has been finished, the main 
object for which the observatory was started will be under-
. taken and carried on extensively, namely: The stndy of 
atmospheric electricity and the changes in the higher 
strata of the atmosphere. From the above short report it 
may be seen that the college ha another decided advance 
to record for the last scholastic year. On this occa ion 
we would also kindly invite our friends and others who 
are interested in scientific pursuits to pay a visit to the 
College and inspect the obseryatory and its little wonder . 
They will always find a guide all clay Thursday, a also 
Sunday afternoon. Such as wish to make special arrange-
ments for some other time may address one of the 
as istants. 
ACKXOWLEDG:'IIE!\'TS. 
The President of the College and Director of the 
Observatory hereby express their grateful acknowledg-
ment to the following friends and benefactors for donations 
and favors received : 
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Rev. Father Superior, Theodore \'an Rossum, '. ]., 
Buffalo, 1 . l{ . 
Rev. Father :\IcHale, Cleveland. 
:\lr. John Oclenbach, Rochester, X. Y. 
:\Ir. F. S. :\Iinges, Rochester, ~. Y. 
Prof. Willis L. :\Ioore, Chief of the "C"nited tates 
·weather Bureau, \Vashington, D. C. 
:\Iajor IN. B. Stockman, local forecast official. 
:\lr. George Yoerg. 
:\Ir. Thomas :\lanning, r. 
:\Ir. Alfred :\Ianning. 
:\Ir. C. X. Schlaudecker, Cle\·eland. 
RE\'. F. L. OuE~H.\CH, Director. 
:\-IR. GEORGE RLJEPPEL, s. ]., } .\ . t t 
.-,_ssi an s. 
:\IR. GEORGE ZIEBERT, 
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SOCIETIES. 
SODALITY OF THE ANNUNCIATION OF THE B. V. nARY. 
The Sodality has been established since Feb. 2, 1891. 
Its object is to foster in the mind. of the tudents an 
earnest religious pirit, and especially a tender deYotion 
to the ~'Iother of God . 
DIRECTOR, .. . REV. j .DIES A. ROCKLIFF, S. J. 
f. Term. 
j OHN W. 0LOTT. 
VINCEKT A. BEKDA. 
FRANK J. Do rovAN. 
j OHN J. ~lORA T . 
EDWARD M. O'HARE. 
OFFICERS. 
Prefect: 
I I. Term. 
jOH:\' w. OLO'l'T. 
Asszstants : 
Secretary: 
T reasurer : 
-JI-
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jOSEPH H. YA~"A. 
jOHX j . :\lORA •. 
ED\YARD :\I. O ' HARE. 
ST. IG:\. TIUS' COLLEGE, 189s-96. 
]OH:\' A. :\OLA:\'. 
JosEPH P. B oLGER. 
GEORGE H. LA:\'G. 
ALFRED G. ::\IAXXIXG. 
FRAXK T. CGLLITAX. 
jonx F. HA:--nr.Tox. 
\VILLIA:\1 ]. RADDATZ. 
ALFRED G. ::\IAKXI "G. 
C onsulto1' s : 
jOH:'\ A. NOLA·. 
ALFRED G. ::\lANKING. 
GEORGE H. LA!\'G. 
FRANK J. D0:\'0\'A T o 
FRANK T. CULLITA •. 
LOISI\,;S P. LOGA!\'. 
Sacr£s tan : 
\ VILLIA:\I J. RADDATZ. 
Organist: 
ALFRED G. l\'IA 'NI!\'G. 
128 l\'IF.:'-1BERS . 
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JOGUES DEBATI NG SOCIETY. 
lvfodcra/or, . ......... }A:.! ES A. R OCKLIFF, S. J. 
OFFICE~S. 
President : 
f. Term. 
\'mcE~T A. BE:>:DA. 
II. i c rm. 
} OH T J. fORA~ . 
Vzce-Preszaent: 
} OH . J. . f ORA~. R OBERT P. GRIBBEN. 
Secretary: 
R OBERT P. GRIBBEN. VINCENT A. BENDA. 
S e1' geaut-at-Arms: 
\ VILL!A)1 J. MAN:\ING. 
Treasurer : 
EDWARD M. O'HARE . 
C01nrnittee on E xerct"ses: 
}OSEPH J. \ 'ANA. VINCENT A. B E 'DA. 
EDWARD 1. O'HARE. 
20 1E)IBERS. 
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ST. IGNAT IUS' LITERARY SOCIETY . 
.J!tfoderator, ..... .. .... . . F. X. E:K::'\, S. ]. 
I . T, rm. 
FRA::'\CIS S. ~lcGEE. 
\VILLI.-\:\[ J. COL U?\S. 
LEO :\1. KEELEY. 
JACOB . SCH:\IITT. 
OFFICEHS . 
President: 
II. Tt.-r111. 
LEO~[. KEELE\'. 
I ice-Prcstdent: 
ecrelary: 
ADOLPH A. TO~!ASCII. 
Treasurer: 
:\I ICHAEL F. SKORCZ . 
r6 ::\I E:\IBERS. 
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JUNIOR LITERARY SOCIETY. 
Moderator, . . .... . ..... JOSEPH A. ~liLLER. 
OFFICERS. 
Preszdent: 
I. Term . fl. Term. 
]Oll?\ T . FARRELL. ]OSEPH F. ~ L\X. 
Vice-Preszdent: 
] OSEPH F. NOLA~. FRAXK T. CL'LLl'l'A:'\. 
Secretary: 
FRAXK T . CULLITAX. HE:'\R\']. KROESEX. 
Treasurer : 
] r\.:\ IES A. :\1cFADDEX. ]A:'IIES A. :'IICFADDEX. 
28 :'IIE:'IIBERS. 
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ST. JOHN BERCHMAN'S ALTAR SOCIETY. 
Moderator , . . . ... . . A L:GUSTIN A. M v ELLER, S. J. 
OFFICERS. 
1 restdent: 
I . Tl'l·m. fl. Ter111 . 
] OHN \i\. OLOT T . } OH \V. 0LOTT. 
I 'z"ce-Preszdent. 
vVrLLrA:-.r J. RADDATz . WILLI. :-.r J. RADDATz. 
I 2 1 E:'IIRERS. 
COLLEGE CECILIA CHOIR. 
The object of the choir is to afford the students an 
opportunity of acquiring a musical culture, to increase 
the solemnity:of Divine Service, and to enhance the splen-
dor of the various festivals incident to College life . 
D irector, ........ . .. jOSEPH A. MILLER, S . 
Dz"recto1•, . . . 
Preszdent, 
Secretm-y, 
Treasure1•, . 
COLLEGE ORCHESTRA. 
. REV. GODFREY J. SCHULTE, S. J. 
OFFICERS. 
. JOHN l\1. HAYES. 
. ]OH T A. URBANOWICZ. 
. WrLLIA?II A. Fox. 
IS ME:'IIBER 
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CATALOGUE OF STUDENT . 
ALGE, HE IRY 0 . 
ATZBERGER, FRANK R. 
BAIRD, WILLIA:\1 R. 
BARRA, FRANK J. 
BARRY, GEORGE L. 
BARRY, MICHAEL ]. 
BARSA, jOSEPH j. 
BASTIR, jOSEPH]. 
BELLE, CARL P. 
BENDA, VINCE T A. 
BIRKLEY, j A:\1Es vv. 
BIRKLEY, THO:\IAS J. 
BLAINEY, J A:\!ES A. 
BOLGER, J OSEPII P. 
COLLIXS, ALFRED J. 
COLLINS, \\'ILLIA:\1 J. 
COSTELLO, ALPJIO:\SE 
COSTELLO, DA \"ID 
COV:\E, CLAUDE A. 
CRA:\!ER, GEORGE J. 
c .LLITAX, FRANK T. 
C G:\DfiNS, jA:\!ES F. 
DAY, FRA::\CIS J. 
DAY, jOSEPH A. 
DEEGAN, vVILLIA:\I E . 
DE:\IPSEY, j OSEPH E. 
DE:\1PSEY, TII0:\1AS J. 
DONOVAN) FRAXK j. 
BORJ;INGHAUSEN, HUBERT A. DORAN, WILLIA:\I J. 
BRADLEY, GEORGE A. DOUGHERTY, \\'ILLIA:\1 A. 
BREEN) FRANK j. 
BRILLON, ARTHUR A . 
BRILLON, jOSEPH I. 
BRITTON, TH0:\1AS P. 
BRYAN, WALTER A. 
BUNDSCHUH, WILLIA:\1 I. 
BURANT, FREDERICK F. 
CALVEY, EDWARD T. 
CARROLL, CHARLES A . 
CHALOUPKA, j A:\IES A. 
COLGA ' EDWARD w. 
DOUTTIEL, FRA:\'"K A. 
DUFFY, EUGE:\E P. 
Dt;NKLEE, FRAXK J. 
DUNOVSKV, jOI·IX E. 
EISELE, EuGENE F. 
F AFLIK, FRA:\K J. 
FAHEY, L EWIS T. 
FARRELL, jOHN T. 
FASNACHT, LEO c. 
FLAXIGAX, \\'ILLIA:\1 J. 
FLE:\rr"NG, THo:\rAs vv. 
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Fox, joHx J. 
FRIEDEL, jOHX A. 
FRI:\"DT, ~IICIL\EL F. 
GAEBELEV, FR.\~h: P. 
GARD~ER, jOSEPH s. 
GAuGlL\X, ~IrcHAEL J. 
GLEASO~, CHARLES J. 
GLEESOX, j.DIES E. 
GOLDRICK, ROBERT J. 
GRIBBEX, ROBERT P. 
GRIBBEX, THO.\IA. E. 
GRO. s, FRA:\"K J. 
HALEY, FRA:-\K J. 
HA.\IILTO=", jon~ F. 
HART, jOH:\" J. 
HAYDEN' J OHK L. 
HuSSEY, CHARLES 
jAGELSKI, l\IATHI.\S 
jA:\"SOK, PAt.T 
]ELLEY, RA \'l\IO~D \V. 
J Oi\ES, \VILLI.\.\! 
KEELEY, LEO :\1. 
KEELEY, 1\IARK F. 
KELLY, ED\\'ARD 
KILBAXE, J A.\!ES E. 
KIXTZ, LEOXARD J. 
KIRCHXER, BERXARD J. 
KLEIX, FRAXK A. 
KLEIX, THEODORE S. 
KLOTZBACH, WILLIA.\I 
K 'lOLA, jOSEPH l\1. 
KocH, josEPH T. 
HAYES, GERALD G. Kocr ·sKI, josEPH P. 
HAvEs, joHN ~1. KoTowsKI, AwrHo ·v F. 
HEDI, NI IIOLAIJS C. KOUDELKA, jOSEPH l\1. 
HE 'DRICKSOK, jOSEPH A. KRA.\1ER, CARL E. 
HENDRICKSOX, EDWARD A. KROESEN, HEKRY J. 
HOBAN, THO.\IAS 
HOLDEK, FRA 'K A. 
HOLECECK, CHARLES M. 
H oRAK, A THONY T. 
H oucK, EuGENE 0. 
HuDsox, HERBERT B. 
H ue, j oHN A . 
H RBAN, LADISLAS J. 
KR EGER, GE RGE L. 
Ku DTZ, THEODORE 
LA.\1B, RICHARD J. 
LA •c, GEORGE H. 
L AVELLE, J OIIN J. 
LENAGHA \ ROBERT A. 
LIEBLEI •, CHARLES P. 
LOGAN, ALOYSIUS P. 
... 
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Locrs, A::\'THO:\'Y ] . 
::\IALO:s'E, :rEORGE \V. 
MANAK, jOSEPH F. 
MANNl:s'G, ALFRED G. 
MAXXING, WII.LJA:\[ J. 
MARLEWSKI, FRAXCIS S. 
MASTERSON, Jonx F. 
MAZA. EC, V ACLA Y 'f. 
McDONNELL, BERXARD J. 
:McDONOUGH, J A:'lrES l\1. 
McENTEE, JosEPH T. 
McFADDE , JA:--1Es A. 
McGEE, FRANcrs S. 
l\'IcGLY , MICHAEL W. 
McGoRRAY, WrLUA:--r J. 
McGRAW, CnARLES J . 
McGRAW, TH :--rAs J. 
McGR.\W, TH0:\1A. C. 
MeG IRE, HERBERT J. 
MCINTYRE, JOHN J. 
McKAv, ALEXANDER J. 
McKEN 1 A, }At\1ES A. 
Me ALLY, jOHN J. 
Me EAL Y, HUGH 
McTIGHE, WILLIAM D. 
MEADE, LEO J. 
MILLER, VICTOR H . 
MISSAL, JosEPH F. 
MITCH, CHARLES J. 
MrTrSKA, JosEPH J. 
Moo ~Ev, ED\\'ARD C. 
l\Ioo"'EY, FRA 1 K 
l\IOORE, FEl"'I'ON L. 
1\lORAX, }OHX J. 
IosEJ.F.Y, \VTLLIA:\I H. 
1\Il'ELLER, }OIIN F. 
l\1uLLEX1 }OliN r. 
l\IURPHY, LEO J. 
IuRPHY, PETER A. 
NEVILLE, WILLIA:\I E. 
TIEDERS'I', GEORGE L. 
OLA"', }OHK A. 
NOLAN, jOSEPH F. 
No\.AK, JosEPH W. 
0\VAK, LADISLAS J. 
O'BRIEN, DA 1 IEL J. 
O'DO::\'NELL, 1\lARTIN \\. 
O'DONKELL, PATRICK v. 
O'HARE, EDWARD l\1. 
0LOTT, }OH r vV. 
0' 1ALLEY, l\IARTIN J. 
O'REILLEY, WILLIAM:\'. 
PANOCH,}AMES 
PANZER, jOSEPH 
PAsKERT, GEoRGE H. 
PATTON, BERKARD J. 
PFAFF, BE 1JA:'I1IN P. 
POWERS, J OH l\'1. 
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PTACEK, j OSEPH E. 
QUIGLEY, PETER D. 
RADDATZ, vVIT.LlA:\I ]. 
RA '?\EY, FRANK ]. 
REIDY, ] ERO:\!F. J. 
RF.r ARTZ, LEO L. 
RENCK, ALOYSfUS 
REKCK, CHARLES 
REZAC, J OIIX F. 
RING, THO:\fAS G. 
ROCKFORD, WILLIA)l ]. 
RODGERS, VINCE 'T ]. 
ROEM ER, CHARLES ]. 
ROTH, FREDERICK ]. 
RoTH, JosEPH C . 
SAXER, ALEXIUS J . 
ScAXLO ', Enw ARD ]. 
SCHAFFELD, CHARLES ]. 
SCI-D1IT, JOSEPH 
SCH:VTITT, jACOB s . 
scrnnTT, PHILIP -vv. 
SCH:\IITZ, PETER ]. 
ScH uMACHER, jOSEPH H. 
Scr-nvERER, CHARLES I. 
SCULLEN, ]OH:N]. 
SERRER, EDWARD G. 
SHA:NNON, :\fiCHAEL F. 
SHEA, RA Yl\IOND A. 
SHORNIK, JOSEPH P. 
Sr:-;nEL.\R, EDWARD L. 
SKORCZ, :\!ICHAEL F. 
S ,\IJTll, CHARL ES E. 
S :mTH, Eo:\n.:;-;D]. 
SOJF.BA, ]OH;>; s. 
SPITZIG, ED\\'ARD]. 
SP ROSTY' v ACLA \ ' A. 
STRO;>;G, EDWARD P. 
ST BER, \VILLIA:\I G. 
SwEE;>;EY, ] SEPH T. 
SzczYGELSU, PAuL A. 
TArT, ]OI-m C. 
Tr CHLER, ]l'UuS ]. 
TO:\IASCH, ADOLPH 
TOSCH, JACOB 
TRAPP, JosEPH M. 
VANA, jOSEPH H. 
\'OERG, FRA;>;K G. 
VOERG, GEORGE H. 
\VACHO\\' KI,]O EPHP. 
W A)!ELI;>;K, EuGENE G . 
WHALE~, FREDERICK G. 
WHITEHEAD, WILLIA:\1 J. 
vVuDmR, FRA:->K H. 
WILD, E:\IIL ]. 
WILilEL:\IY, l\IATHIAS 
vVIcKEs, JoHx A. 
vVoLFRA:\r, JosEPH H . 
ZIEBERT, GEORGE P . 
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CS:nferfainmen f 
GIVEN BY THE jOGUES DEBATING SOCIETY TO 
Very Rev. THEODORE VAN ROSSUM, S. J., 
AND THE FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE. 
February 17, 1896. 
PROGRAMME. 
The Monroe Doctrine and the English Claims to Venezuela.-
Oration . ...... . 
. . . . . En. M. O'HARE. 
A Christmas Dream- Poem . 
. .. jOSEPH P. WACHOWSKI. 
Catiline Denounced . . . . . . . . 
. . . jOHN W. 0LOTT. 
The Study of E loquence-Oration . 
. VINCENT A. BENDA . 
St. Augustin and the Chi ld- Poem . 
. .\.LFRED G. MANNING. 
Rienzi to the Romans . . . . . . . 
. . . . jOHN j. :\lORAN. 
The Soldiers' Monument-Oration . . . . . . JOSEPH M. KOUDELKA. 
The Vi llage Church-Poem .... ...... PAUT. A. SzCZYGELSKI. 
The Last Charge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . THOMAS J. DEMPSEY. 
-4!-
ST. IG1 .\ TI 'S' COLLEGE, 1895-96. 
~f. ~gnnfiuz '1l'a1J. 
March 12, 1896. 
ENTERTAINME:-IT GI\'E::-1 BY SENIOR STUDENTS TO 
Rt. Rev. BISHOP IGNATIUS F. HORSTMANN, D. 0., 
A 'D THE PRIESTS OF THE CITY. 
PROGRAMME. 
Salutatio .. .. • . .. ... . . ... ... jOSEPH M. KOUDELKA. 
Sophocles and Horace compared . . . . . . . . . VrNCEN'l' A. BrmDA. 
The First Choral Ode of Antigoue a nd the" K unc est Bibeudum" o f H o race. 
Satan's Address to the Sun criticised a nd declaimed .. ]OHN ]. MORAN. 
The Making of History and the Gunpowder Plot, ]A~IES A. CHALOUPKA. 
Merry England in the Days of Chaucer .. .. . EDWARD M. O'HARE. 
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S'r. IG~ATIUS' COLLEGE, r895""96. 
'1Dizfribufion of Glor~z . 
PROGRAMME. 
March . . . . . . . . . lf'it-gand. 
COLLEGE ORCHESTRA. 
Sc.ene from Richard III, Act I, Scene V. . . . . . . . . . Shakespearl'. 
Clarence . . . . . . . . l\1. J. GAUGHAN. 
Bra kenbury . . . . . M.]. O'MALLEY. 
On the Study of the Classics-Oration 
Song- " Over the Stars," . ..... . 
Pat Conuor- .1\Tarratiz,e 
Patrick Henry's Speech 
. . . V. A. BENDA. 
. COLLEGE CHOIR. 
. . . jOSEPH F. NOLAN. 
CHARLES I. SCHWERER. 
Latin Dialogue by Students of Thi rd Grammar ..... .. . 
. . CHARLES]. ROEMER, THOMAS G. RING, FRANK R. ATZBERGER. 
Selection fromlsenman . ...... . .... Cou.EGE ORCHESTRA. 
Belzasar, Genumt Deda·mation . . . . . . . 
Scene from Henry VIII.-Act III, Scene II . 
. EuGENE P. Dur·'FY. 
. .. SHAKESPEARE . 
Wolsey .. 
Cromwell . 
. ROBERT P. G RIBBEN. 
. THOMAS ]. DEMPSEY. 
Becalmed, by Samuel K. Cowan 
Iron Cross March- l semna1l . 
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. ADOLPH A. TOMASCH. 
COLLEGE ORCHESTRA. 
ST. IG ATI S' COLLEGE, r895-96. 
~enfh Glomntcncem:enf. 
Tuesday, June 23rd, 1896. 
GARCIA l\IORENO, PRESIDENT OF ECUADOR. 
PROGRAMME. 
Festival Overture, . . . ..... . Latamt. 
COLLEGE ORCHESTRA. 
Garcia l\Io reno, the Champion of Justice, .. . J A :liES A. CHALO PKA. 
Zitto-Piano, . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . fiuon. 
COLLEGE CHOIR. 
Garcia Moreno, the Conservative Statesman, . . . VINCENT A. BENDA. 
Garcia l\Ioreno, the Catholic President, . EDWARD I. O'HARE. 
"The Heavens are Telling," . . . . . . .. !Iayd11.. 
COLLEGE CHOIR AND ORCHESTRA. 
Garcia Moreno, the l\Iartyr for Christ, ...... .. JOHN J . MORAN. 
De Laudibus Patris Marquette- Oralio, 
Symphony No.6 (Edition Peters), . .. 
. JOSEPH M. KOUDltLKA. 
. ... 1/aydu. 
COLLEGE ORCHESTRA. 
Conferring of Degrees and .Award of Diplomas. 
Distribution of Prizes. 
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T. IG ATIUS' COLLEGE, r89s-96. 
DEGREES. 
The Degree of Master of Arts was conferred upon 
MARTI J. O'NEILL, EsQ. , A. B. 
-4s-
ST. IG ATIUS' COLLEGE, r895-96. 
CERTIFICATES. 
Certificates for completing the Classical Course of 
tudies were awarded to the following students: 
VINCE T A. BENDA, 
JAMES A. CHALOUPKA, 
JOSEPH M. KOUDELKA. 
EDWARD M. O'HARE, 
JOSEPH H. VANA. 
ST. JG A TI S' COLLEGE, 189s-96. 
DIPL01IAS. 
Diplomas for completing the Commercial Course of 
Studies were awarded to the following students: 
EDWARD W. COLGAN, 
JOHN J. HART, 
FRANK A. KLEI 
FE TON L. MOORE, 
JOSEPH P. SHORNIK, 
CHARLES I. SCHWERER. 
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ST. IGl\ATIUS' COLLEGE, r89s-96. 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRIZES. 
CLASSICAL COURSE. 
Class o £ Rhe toric. 
GOLD MEDAL awarded to .. JAMES A. CHALOUPKA. 
Presented by RT. REV. MGR. FELIX L BOFF, V. G. 
DISTINGUISHED IN. 
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION . . Joseph l\1. Koudelka. 
RHETORIC .. .. ....... J oseph H . Vana, 
Vincent A. Benda, 
Joseph M. Koudelka . 
LATI r. 
GREEK . 
ENGLISH 
HISTORY .. 
ASTRONOMY 
CHEMIST RY. 
. Vincent A Benda, 
Joseph H . Vafia . 
. Vincent A. Benda, 
Joseph H . Vafia . 
. J oseph H. Vafia, 
Edward M. O'Hare . 
. Edward M. O'Hare, 
J oseph M. Koudelka . 
. Vincent A. Benda. 
. Vincent A. Benda. 
J oseph H. Vana. 
ST. IGX.\.TI"CS' COLLEGE, 1895-96. 
Cla~s of Poetry. 
GOLD :'IIEIHL awarded to . . PA l'L A. , ZCZ)'GEL. KI. 
Presented by YER\' RE\·. THEODORE YAx Ros. r:--r, S.]. 
f'rt'm/u 111 
....... JOSEPH\\'. 1\"0Y.\K. 
DTSTIXCUISHED IX: 
E\'IDE TCES OF RELI ,.IOX . Alfred ]. :\Ianning, 
Thomas]. Demp ey, 
Robert P. Gribben, 
George H. Lang, 
l\lichael F. Shannon, 
J o. eph P. \\"achow ·ki. 
LATii\' ............. J oseph P. Wachow. ki , 
George H. Lan<Y, 
l\Iichael F. Shannon. 
GREEK . ... . .... . . . Joseph P. \\"achowski, 
George H. Lang, 
l\Iich ael F. Shannon . 
ENGLISH .. ... .... . 
. Joseph P. \\ acho\\'ski, 
John I. l\Ioran . 
CHEl\IISTRY . 
. Alfred ]. l\Ianning. 
C las~ o f Hunt a nlttes. 
GOLD :\IEDAL awarded to .. ADOLPH A. TO:\L SCH. 
Presented by REv. FRAI"CIS WE TERHOLT. 
Fz'rst f"re111t'ztm .. 
econrl Prf'm77rm . 
Tltz'rrl Prenn.um . 
. 1ICHAEL]. GA GHAN. 
. LEO l\f. KEELE\'. 
. E GENE P. D FFY. 
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ST. IGXATIGS' COLLEGE, ~~~¢. 
DISTl:\"GCISIIE]) I:\": 
EYIDEXCE. OF RELIGIO:t\ . . . John A. Nolan, 
Francis J. Donavan, 
Jacob ' . Schmitt . 
LATIX .. 
GREEK . .. 
. JacobS. Scht~itt, 
John A. 1\"olan , 
\\'illiam J. Collins . 
. John A. olan, 
Jacob . Schmitt, 
Francis S. McGee. 
ENGLISH . . . . . . . . . . . . Francis S . .;\IcGee, 
ALGEBRA .. . 
GEO~IETRY .. . 
~Iichael J. Barry, 
John A. Nolan, 
William J. Collins, 
Franci J. Donovan. 
John J. Scullen. 
. John J. Scullen, 
Francis S. l\IcGee. 
HI TOR\' ......... ... John A. Nolan, 
Franci s S. McGee, 
JacobS. Schmitt. 
-so-
. ; . 
T. IG;\ATilJS' COLLEGE, r895- 96. 
First Grammar Class . 
GOLD iiiEDAL awarded to .. .. JOSEPH F. ;\OLA~. 
Pre ented by RE\'. JosF:Pu LE HALLF., S. J. 
Fz'rst Pre1lu.um . 
Second Prentium 
Tltird Premium . 
Fourtlt Premium 
Fiftlt Premz'zmt . 
. J LIDS G. TISCHLER. 
. JOHl\ T. FARRELL. 
. FRANK T. CCLLITAN. 
. JA:'.IES A. :\IcFADDE 
. LEO.:JARD J. KI~TZ. 
DISTIXGUISHED IX: 
CHRISTIAX DOCTRINE . . . Edward P. trong, 
Leo L. Reinartz, 
William H. :\Ioseley, 
James A. Blainey, 
Anthony J. Loni , 
William J. Raddatz, 
Ladi lc;s J. Nowak, 
Victor H. :\Iiller, 
Henry J. Kroesen, 
LATi r 
- sr-
Edward J. Scanlon. 
. Jame A. Blainey, 
Victor H. :\!iller, 
Ladislas J. 1\'owak, 
William H. 1\Ioseley, 
Leo L. Reinartz, 
ST. IGN ATI'C"S' COLLEGE, 1895-96 . 
GREEK 
E::\GLISH 
ALGEBRA 
GEOMETRY 
. James A. Blainey, 
\"ictor H. :\!iller, 
William H. Moseley, 
Ladislas J. Nowak, 
Leo L. Reinartz . 
. James A. Blainey, 
\\ illiam H. l\Ioseley, 
\"ictor H. :\Iiller, 
J erome J. R eidy, 
Leo L. Reinartz . 
. James A. Blainey, 
\\ illiam H. Ioseley, 
Yictor H. 1iller, 
Leo L. Reinartz, 
Philip W. Schmitt . 
. Victor H. Miller, 
Edward P. Strong, 
William H . Mo eley, 
James A. Blainey, 
Philip W. Schmitt, 
Edward J. Scanlon. 
HISTORY . ..... .. ... James A. Blainey, 
-s2-
Leo L. Reinartz, 
Victor H. Miller, 
William H . Moseley, 
J erome J. Reidy. 
. ') . 
ST. IG::\ATIG. ' COLLEGE, r 95-96. 
Second Granuuar Class . 
GOLD ~IF.DAL awarded to JOSEPH H. CHC\L\CHER. 
Pre entecl by RE\'. C. REICT!LI:\' . 
Fz'rst Prem/um . 
Second Pn·mt'um 
Tltz'rd Premz'zmt . 
Fourt!t Premz'um 
Fift!t Premzitm 
Sz~rt!t Premz'um 
S event!t Pre11ll·u m 
. GEORGE P. ZIEBERT. 
. \YILLI:\.:\1 G. ST"CBER . 
. GEORGE H. PASKERT. 
. HE~RY 0. ALGE . 
. JOSEPH]. :\IITISK.\. 
. GEORGE L. XIEDER T. 
. JOH:i'-l C. TAIT. 
lliSTT:\'G CISIIF.D IX : 
CHRL TIA;\ DOCTRIXE . William I. Buncl chub, 
Francis J. Day, 
James l\1. :\IcDonough, 
Charles J. Gleason, 
Raymond A. Shea, 
Joseph F. :\Iissal, 
John A. Hug, 
Thomas P. Britton, 
Joseph A. Hendrickson, 
Joseph :\I. Trapp, 
Leo]. :\Inrphy. 
-s3-
ST. IG~ATiu ' COLLEGE, r895-9G. 
L\ Tl :\" . . . . . . . . . . Franci s A. H olden, 
F rancis J. Day, 
Jo ·eph F. l\lis.al, 
CREE:K ...... . 
El\GLISH . 
ARITHMETIC . . . 
\\ illiam I. Bundschuh, 
Charle ]. Gleason, 
Hubert A. Borlinghausen , 
James l\I. McDonough . 
. Joseph F. l\Iissal , 
Raymond A. Shea, 
John A. Hug, 
Joseph P. J..::.ocinski , 
James III. ::\1cDonough, 
Hubert A. Borlinghausen, 
Y\' i IIi am I. Bundschuh, 
J o eph l\1. Trapp . 
. Francis A. Holden, 
Francis]. Day, 
Hubert A. Borlinghau en, 
James l\I. l\IcDonough, 
Bernard ]. Kirchner, 
Leo]. Murphy, 
William V. O'Reill y, 
Thomas Hoban. 
. J ohn A. Hug, 
J oseph F . Mis al, 
Leo]. Murphy, 
-54-
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ST. IGK.\Tie ' COLLEGE, r<9s-96 . 
ARlTH:O.'IETIC 
Continued .) 
ALGEBRA ... 
. Hubert "\. Borlinghausen, 
Jam e. 1\1. :.IcDonough, 
William Y. O'Reilly, 
George L. Barry, 
J oseph P. Kocin ki . 
. John A. Hug, 
Joseph F. l\Ii al , 
William V. O'Reilly, 
William I. Bundschuh , 
Joseph A. Hendrickson, 
Jame ~I. ~IcDonough , 
Raymond A. hea, 
Joseph :.1. Trapp, 
Leo]. Murphy, 
Francis]. Day, 
George L. Barry , 
Thomas Hoban. 
HISTORY . . . . . . .. Joseph A. Hendrickson , 
GEOGRAPHY ..... . 
James :\I. l\IcDonough , 
Francis ]. Day . 
Joseph]. Barsa, 
Charles J . Glea on. 
Thoma P. Britton , 
Leo C. Fa nach t , 
Joseph F. ::\Iissal, 
Francis ]. Day, 
Joseph]. Barsa. 
-ss-
BOOK-KEEPI:\(~ . James :\I. :\IcDonough, 
Francis J. Day, 
Arthur A. Brillon, 
Thomas Hoban, 
George L. Barry, 
William \·. O'Reilly. 
PE?\:\IAXSHIP . . . . . . Joseph P. Kocinski, 
Joseph F. :\Ii sal, 
Charles :\I. Holececk, 
William I. Bund. chuh, 
Hubert A. Borlinghau en. 
Third Grauuuar Clas,.. . 
GOLD :\IED.\L awarded to . . . . THO:\IAS G. RING. 
Pre ented by VERY REv. THEODORE \".\::'\ Rossc,r, S. J. 
Fz'rst Premzinn . . FRANK R. ATZBERGER. 
Second Premium . . FRANK J. FAFLIK . 
Tlzz'rd Premz'um . 
Fourth Premz'um . 
Fift!t Premium 
Sz'xtlt Prenzz'um 
. CHARLES J. ROEMER. 
. FREDERICK G. WHALEN. 
. EDWARD T. CAL\'EY. 
. WILLIA:\I E. DEEGAX. 
DISTINGUISHED I:\': 
CHRISTIAN DOCTRil\'E . Bernard J. Patton, 
Frank P. Gaebelein, 
Joseph E . Ptacek, 
John F. J.\Iasterson, 
Vincent J. Rodgers. 
-s6-
ST. IG1\'ATil'S' COLLEGE, 189s-96 . 
LATIN . .... . Bernard ]. Patton, 
Joseph :\I. Kniola, 
Joseph E. I tacek, 
Charles P. Lieblein, 
Anthony T. Horak, 
Robert ] . Goldrick. 
E GLJSH . . . . . . . . Bernard J. Patton, 
John F. :\Iasterson, 
Robert ]. Goldrick, 
Vaclav T. :\Iazanec, 
Charles P. Lieblein. 
ARITHMETIC . . . . . . Bernard J. Patton, 
Robert J. Goldrick, 
Joseph C. Roth, 
Charles P. Lieblein, 
:\Iatthew J. J agelski, 
Frederick ]. Roth, 
Joseph E. Ptacek. 
J o eph M. Kniola. 
BOOK-KEEPING . .... Bernard J. Patton, 
Joseph :\I. Kniola, 
Robert ]. Goldrick, 
Joseph E. Ptacek, 
John A . Friedel. 
-s?-
ST. IG:\.-\.Til:S' COLLEGE, r89s-96. 
G EOGRAPHY . Bernard J. Patton, 
Joseph 1\1. Kniola, 
Joseph E. Ptacek, 
Charles P. Lieblein , 
John A. Friedel. 
PE:\:\T.\:\SHIP ...... Bernarcl]. Patton, 
Charles P. Lieblein, 
Robert]. Goldrick, 
S econd Premz"um 
T!tird Premz"um . 
F ourth P1'emzlrm 
John F. Iasterson. 
Class of Rudtrnents. 
RICHARD ]. LAMB. 
HERBERT]. McGUIRE. 
DA IEL ]. O'BRIE 
JOSEPH A. DAY. 
DISTINGUISHED Il\': 
CHRISTIAN DOCTRI E . . . William A. Dougherty, 
Edward ]. Spitzig, 
William Jones. 
LA TIN . . . . . . . . . . . . William Jones, 
Edward 0. Mooney, 
William A. Dougherty. 
EXGLISH .. .. ...... James T. Cummins, 
William Jones, 
v\ illiam Klotzbach. 
-ss-
ST. IGNATI"CS' COLLEGE, 1895- 96 . 
ARITHlVIETIC . . . 
. Edward ]. pitzig, 
Joseph S. Gardner, 
William Klotzbach. 
SACRED HISTORY ..... James T. Cummins, 
Joseph S. Gardner. 
GEOGRAPHY 
-s9-
. William Klotzbach, 
William A. Dougherty. 
COMnERCIAL COURSE. 
First Cotntntrclal. 
CoLD :'.IED.\L awarded to .. ED\Y.\RD W. COLGA:\. 
Presented by Hox. F. \'. FAI.iLITABElC 
Premz"um . . . . . . . JOSEPH P. SHOR::-JICK. 
DISTIXGuiSHED IX: 
CHRISTIAX DOCTRI.:\E ... Charles I. 'chwerer, 
John J. l.Ic.:\ally, 
John L. Hayden. 
:\IATHEl\IATICS . .. .. .. John J. Hart, 
Frank A. Klein . 
ENGLISH .... . Fenton L. :\Ioore, 
Charles I. Sch werer. 
BOOK-KEEPI G . . . . . . . Charles I. Schwerer, 
Frank A. Klein. 
N. TURAL PHILOSOPHY 
HISTORY .. ... 
CIVIL GOVERN~E T . 
COl\I~ERCIAL LAW .. 
. Fenton L. :\Ioore . 
. John J. Hart. 
. Charles I. Schwerer. 
. l\lichael W. l-lcGlynn. 
-6o-
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ST. IG~ATI ' C LLEGE, r89s-96. 
Second C o mtuerclal. 
GoLD ::\fE DAL awarded to . FRAl'\K ]. BARRA. 
Presented by REY. ?\. PFEIL. 
Ft"rst Prem£mn . 
Second Premhmz 
Third Premium . 
EN J"LISH 
HISTORY 
' GEOGRAPHY 
Premium . . . 
ENGLISH . . 
First Premt"um . 
Second Premium 
Third Premium . 
Fourth Premium 
. A:l'\THOKY F. KOTOWSKI. 
. ALEXIL:S ]. SAXER. 
JO EPH \ ' . DEl\lPSEY. 
JHSTIXGL'ISllED IK: 
. :\fartin \\. O'Donnell. 
. Joseph Koch. 
. :\1artin W. O'DonnelJ, 
Benjamin P. Pfaff. 
T blrd C omtue r c l a l. 
. FREDERICK F. BURA TT. 
DISTIKG '!SHED IN': 
. George A. Bradley. 
Preparatory ClasA . 
. J SEPH SCHflfiT. 
. JOSEPH I. BRILLON. 
ICHOLAS C. HEll\!. 
. THOMAS J. BIRKLEY. 
DISTIXGUISHED IN': 
CHRISTIA DOCTRI E ... John F. Mueller, 
- 6r -
Joseph T. Sweeney, 
E dward L. Sindelar. 
ST. IGNATICS' COLLEGE, 1895- 96. 
-------
SACRED HISTORY ..... Joseph T. Sweeney, 
Edward L. Sindelar. 
ARITHi-1ETIC ........ Gerald G. Hayes, 
Hugh l\1cNeeley, 
John S. Sojeba . 
E GLISH ..... . John S. Sojeba, 
Brainerd H. Hudson. 
GE GRAPHY ........ Joseph T. Sweeney, 
John S. Sojeba, 
Edward L. Sindelar. 
PENMAl\'SHIP ........ John S. Sojeba, 
John F. Mueller, 
James E. Kilbane. 
MAP DRAWl G PREMIUM . John F. :\Iueller. 
-62-
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ST. IGNATI S' COLLEGE, 1 9s-96. 
ENGLISH LITERATURE. 
THE GoLD MEDAL donated by R'l'. RF.v. Mo~SGR. T. P. 
THORPE for the best English E say, competed for 
by the students of Rhetoric and Poetry, was awarded 
to ... JA~IlES A. CHALO TPKA. 
Next £n Mer£t . .... . J oseph H. Vana. 
Subject: "The character of Marcus Bru tns, accord-
ing to Shakespeare's tragedy of Julins 
Cae ar." 
ST. IGXATICS' COLLEGE, 1895-<)6. 
Premz1mz . . . 
Dlslz'nguzs!ted . 
Premium .. 
Dzstz1zgmslled 
Premzimz . . . 
Distz1zgwsiled 
OPTIONAL COURSES. 
CLASSICAL COURSE. 
Gtrnoan Llteraturt. 
FIRST CLAS S . 
. VINCENT A. BE DA. 
. Joseph H. Van a. 
sr,;coxn CLASS . 
. PAUL A. SZCZYGELSKI. 
. George H. Lang, 
Jo eph P. Wachowski, 
J o eph W. ovak. 
THIRD CLASS . 
. LEO L. REINARTZ. 
. Julius G. Tischler, 
Henry 0. Alge, 
George P. Ziebert, 
Joseph M. Trapp, 
William Bundschuh. 
r .., 
1 
ST. IG1 ATIUS' COLLEGE, 1895- 96. 
Premt'um .. 
Dz'stiuguislzed 
Premium 
Distz'nguished 
Premz'um .. 
Distinguished 
FOURTH CLASS . 
. A THONV T. HORAK. 
. Frank R. Atzberg r, 
Charles J. Roemer, 
Joseph C. Roth, 
Emil J. Wild, 
Joseph H. Wolfram. 
Ger~nan Granunar. 
FIRST CLASS . 
. LEO 1. KEELEY. 
. Adolph A. Tomasch, 
Jacob S. Schmitt, 
1ichael J. Gaughan, 
Eugene P. Duffy. 
SECO D CLASS. 
-6s-
JOSEPH F. MISSAL. 
Jerome J. Reidy, 
Leonard J. Kintz, 
Joseph P. Kocinski, 
Joseph J. Mitiska, 
James A. Blainey, 
Joseph J. Barsa. 
ST. IG~ATIUS' COLLEGE, 1895-96. 
Premium . . 
Dzsti11x uislted 
Premimn . . 
Dzst£nguz"slted 
Premium . . 
Dz"stinguzslzed 
Premium 
Dzsting uzshed 
Premium 
f) ts tin g u z"s !ted 
THIRD CLASS . 
. FREDERICK G. WHALEN. 
Bernard ]. Patton, 
Edward T. Calvey, 
Richard ]. Lam b. 
Conunerclal Course . 
. FRA K ]. BARRA. 
. John]. McNally, 
Joseph B. Shornik, 
Fenton L. Moore. 
PREPARATORY CLASS . 
. NICHOLAS C. HElM. 
. Edward L. Sindelar. 
8horthand . 
. LEO M. KEELEY. 
. Julius Tischler, 
Frank ]. Barra. 
SE TIOR DIVISION. 
. PAUL A. SZCZYGELSKI. 
. John Nolan, 
Anthony Kotowski, 
Alfred ]. Manning, 
John M. Powers. 
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ST. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, r895-96. 
Prcmiznn 
Distinguished 
JU 1 IOR DIVISION . 
. GEORGE H. PASKERT. 
. Thomas G. Ring, 
Frank H. Wiemer, 
William Bundschuh, 
] oseph M. Kniola, 
Joseph H. Wolfram. 
MECHANICAL, ARCHITECTURAL AND PERSPECTIVE . 
First Pre·mium . 
Second Premziem 
Distinguished 
. ADOLPH A. TOMASCH. 
. Frank ]. Barra. 
. Thomas]. Dempsey, 
] uli us ]. Tischler. 
Junior C ontest t n Declatnatton . 
PRIZE awarded to . 
Next in Merit . . 
. CHARLES ]. ROEMER. 
. Thomas G. Ring, 
James F. Cummins, 
] o eph A. Day. 
ST. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, r89s-<)6. 
ROLL OF IIONOR, 
Containing the names of those students whose Conduct 
has been exemplary throughout the year. 
Alge, Henry 0. 
Atzberger, Frank R. 
Baird, William R. 
Barra, Frank J. 
Barry, George L. 
Barry, Michael ]. 
Bars a, Joseph J. 
Belle, Carl P. 
Benda, Vincent A. 
Birkley, James W. 
Birkley, Thomas]. 
Bolger, Joseph P. 
Borlinghausen, Hubert A. 
Bradley, George A. 
Bundschuh, Williami. 
Burant, Frederick F. 
Chaloupka, James A. 
Colgan, Edward W. 
Collins, William ]. 
Costello, David 
Cramer, George ]. 
Cnllitan, Frank T. 
Cummins, James F. 
Day, Francis ]. 
Day, Joseph A. 
Deegan, William E. 
Dempsey, Joseph V. 
Dempsey, Thomas]. 
Donovan, Frank]. 
Duffy, Eugene P. 
Eisele, Eugene F. 
Faflik, Frank ]. 
Fahey, Lewis T. 
Farrell, John T. 
Friedel, John A. 
Gaebelein, Frank P. 
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Gardner, Joseph S. 
Gaughan, Michael ]. 
Gleason, Charles ]. 
Gribben, Robert P. 
Hart, John J. 
Hendrickson, Joseph A. 
Holden, Frank A. 
Holececk, Charles M. 
Horak, Anthony T. 
Hudson, Brainerd H. 
Jones, William 
Keeley, Leo M. 
Kilbane, James E. 
Kintz, Leonard]. 
Kirchner, Bernard ]. 
Klein, Frank A. 
Klotzbach, William 
Kniola, Joseph M. 
Kocinski, Joseph P. 
Kotowski, Anthony F. 
Koudelka, Joseph M. 
Kundtz, Theodore 
Lamb, Richard J. 
Lang, George H. 
Lenaghan, Robert A. 
Lieblein, Charles P. 
Logan, Aloysius P. 
Louis, Anthony J. 
Malone, George W. 
Manning, Alfred G. 
Masterson, John F. 
McDonough, James M. 
McFadden, James A. 
McGee, Francis S. 
McKay, Alexander]. 
Meade, Leo J. 
.Miller, Victor H. 
Mitiska, Joseph]. 
Mooney, Edward C. 
Moseley, William H. 
Mueller, John F. 
Murphy, Leo]. 
Murphy, Peter A. 
Niederst, George L. 
Nolan, John A. 
Nolan, Joseph F. 
Novak, Joseph W. 
Nowak, Lad is las J. 
O'Brien, Daniel J. 
O'Donnell, Patrick V. 
O'Hare, Edward M. 
Olott, John W. 
ST. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, r895-96. 
O'Malley, Martin J. 
O'Reilly, William \' . 
Paskert, George H . 
Patton, Bernard ]. 
Powers, J ohn M. 
Ptacek, ] oscph E. 
Radda tz, William ]. 
Reidy, Jerome]. 
Reinartz, Leo L. 
Ring, Thomas G. 
Rochford, William]. 
Rodgers, Vincent]. 
Roemer, Charles ]. 
Saxer, Alexius]. 
Scanlon, Edward J. 
Schmitt, Jacob S. 
Schmitt, Phillip W. 
Schwerer, Charles I. 
Scnllen, John ]. 
Shannon, Michael F. 
Shea, Raymond A. 
Shornik, Joseph P. 
Sindelar, Edward L. 
Skorcz, Michael F. 
Sojeba, JohnS. 
Spitzig, Edward]. 
Strong, Edward P. 
Stuber, William G. 
Sweeney, Joseph T . 
Szczygelski, Paul A. 
Tait, John C. 
Toma ch, Adolph A. 
Trapp, Joseph .l\1. 
Vaii.a, Joseph H. 
Voerg, Frank G. 
Voerg, George H. 
Wachowski, Joseph P . 
Whalen, Frederick G. 
Wickes, John A. 
Wiemer, Frank H. 
Wild, Emil ]. 
Wolfram, Joseph H. 
Ziebert, George P. 
-?O-
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ST. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, r89s- 96. 
ROLL OF :HONOR, 
Containing the names of those students whose Applicat£on 
has been entirely satisfactory throughout the year. 
Alge, Henry 0 . 
Atzberger, Frank R. 
Baird, William R. 
Barra, Frank J . 
Barry, George L. 
Belle, Carl P. 
Birkley, Thomas ]. 
Bolger, Joseph P. 
Borlinghausen, Hubert A. 
Brill on, Joseph I. 
Bundschuh, William I. 
Burant, Frederick F. 
Calvey, Edward T . 
Colgan, Edward W. 
Cullitan, .Frank T . 
Cumminsl James F. 
Day, Francis J. 
Day, Joseph A. 
Deegan, William E. 
Dempsey, Thomas J. 
Donovan, Frank J. 
Duffy, Eugene P. 
Faflik, Frank ]. 
Farrell, John T . 
Gardner, Joseph S. 
Gaughan, Michael ]. 
Gribben, Robert P. 
Heim, Nicholas C. 
Holececk, Charles M. 
Horak, Anthony T. 
Jones, William 
Kintz, Leonard ]. 
Klotzbach, William 
Kniola, Joseph M. 
Kocinski, Joseph P. 
Kotowski, Anthony F . 
Lamb, Richard]. 
Lang, George H. 
Logan, Aloysius P. 
Louis, Anthony J. 
Masterson, John F. 
McDonough, James M. 
-?I-
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McFadden, James A. Saxer, Alexius ]. 
Miller, Victor H. Schmit, Joseph 
Mitiska, Joseph]. Schwerer, Charles I. 
Moseley, William H. Scullen, John ]. 
Mueller, John F. Shannon, Michael F. 
N iederst, George L. Shea, Raymond A. 
Nolan, John A. Shornik, Joseph P. 
Nolan, Joseph F. Sindelar, Edward L. 
Novak, Joseph W. Skorcz, Michael F. 
Nowak, Ladislas J Spitzig, Edward ]. 
O'Brien, Daniel ]. Strong, Edward P. 
O'Hare, Edward M. Szczygelski, Paul A. 
Olott, John W. Tischler, Julius G. 
O'M.alley, Martin J. Tomasch, Ado! ph A. 
Paskert, George H. Trapp, Joseph lVI. 
Patton, Bernard ]. Wachowski, Joseph P. 
Ptacek, Joseph E. Wolfram, Joseph H. 
Reinartz, Leo L. Ziebert, George P. 
Roemer, Charles ]. 
~ 
\ 
\ 
School re-opens Tuesday, September rst, 1896. 
L. D. S. 
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